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Acrylic Painting: The Ultimate Guide
To Mastering Acrylic Painting For
Beginners In 30 Minutes Or Less!

Learn To Paint With Acrylics Learn everything you need to know about painting with acrylic
paints.This book is for anyone who wants to learn how to paint with acrylic paints. This book is for
the beginner who has never painted with acrylics before and is even great for anyone who has
never painted at all. You will learn all about acrylic paint. You will learn the different terms used
when working with acrylic paint as well as how to mix acrylic paints to get the colors you desire. You
will learn about the different surfaces that you can use acrylic paints on and how to prepare your
surfaces for painting. By the time you finish listening to this audiobook you are going to be able to
choose whatever subject you want to paint and know exactly how to paint it. You will learn why it is
important to prepare your canvas or other surfaces for painting and how it will affect your final
outcome and you will also learn how to correct any mistakes you make while painting as well as
how to avoid them. Why You Must Have This Audiobook! In this audiobook you will learn how to
choose which type of brush is best for the project you are working on and how to use each brush
designed for acrylic paints. This audiobook will teach you the steps that you need to know to make
a beautiful piece of artwork. In this audiobook you will learn how to set up the area you will be
working in so that you get the proper light needed to work with acrylic paints. This audiobook will
guide you through painting with acrylics from choosing your brush to finishing your painting. This
audiobook will teach you how to dull out your colors if they are too bright and how to brighten colors
that are too dull. In this audiobook you will learn how to add highlighting as well as shadows to your
work without having a bunch of white or black in your work.
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I really don't think this book deserves the 1 star. I purchased this on Kindle by mistake, but I read it
anyway. Now this is a small book of 17 pages on Kindle, it doesn't have any pictures, so I don't
believe even with magic could a beginner master acrylic painting in 30 minutes or less with this
book. I really don't like false advertising, and that's all this book is, starting with the cover, this book
doesn't have anything to do with the cover. Next there are word mistakes and description mistakes
all throughout this book. And there is a lot of other things wrong with this book too many to list them
all, but I'll mention a few. The book isn't even written well, he jumps back and forth on subject
matter. And as I stated before you can't teach someone acrylic painting in 17 pages, the book
doesn't deal with composition, temperature of colors, highlighting, and much, much more.And did
you notice none of the other good reviews, except the first one, give any details about why they like
this book. And the first review didn't have a lot of detail.I'm telling you, you can buy almost any real
book on the for $4.00 to $5.00, and be way better off. Because on this is the worse book I've ever
seen on the subject of acrylics.

If you are looking for an instruction book on acrylic it would be best to look in other areas. This is a
small, thin, brochure with no pictures and apparently written by someone who took the subject
matter from somewhere and made it theirs in this brochure. Do not buy if you are looking for more
than what you need for acrylic painting such as brushes, canvas, and medium. That's about all you
get from this brochure.I can't believe this was sold for the price and zero quality that is making
someone a few bucks for doing nothing.

Should have a no stars option. No illustrations for beginner. Book wouldn't allow a visual learner to
pick up the VISUAL MEDIUM OF PAINTING in half an hour just by reading the text. Information in
text is available FOR FREE anywhere by searching google. Offers no excitement to make
somebody want to become an acrylic painter. Cover is only 'exciting' thing about it. Don't remember
seeing A TEXT ONLY BOOK anywhere prominent in you promotion of this e-book. ðŸ˜ Feel like I've
been conned!!

Very disappointing. There are no pictures, very short paperback. Not worth 6.99

I have never submitted a review for anything, ever. But I was so appalled by this "book" I had to say
something. The writing is terrible with many typos and misspellings. There are no illustrations,

nothing but text. The content is spurious and occasionally outright wrong. The title is grossly
misleading (if this book is the "ultimate" then no one anywhere knows anything about acrylic
painting). My opinion is that this book was written by someone who only wanted to grab some
money. It's completely bogus. A junior high student with one art class would have much more
knowledge than what is contained in this junk book.

ACRYLYC PAINTING was a good, informative audiobook by JASON FERRISON about painting
with acrylics. I was looking for something specific and found it right here. I'm a watercolor painter but
have often wanted to try acrylics and I now feel a lot more familiar with what I need and the type of
paint itself. In fact, I learned a few new things in general from this audiobook that will be very
helpful.It's very true that if you're listening to this book and you're new to painting, you must keep
practicing. Don't get discouraged if your finished product isn't what you expected. It takes time. I
liked the fact that this book gives multiple examples of surfaces one can use with acrylics. That
makes it somewhat more versatile than simply watercolor or oils. Overall, I think this was a great
starting point for me or any beginner wanting to paint with acrylics. If you follow the advice here, you
WILL ultimately master this medium.CHARLES ORLIK has a great upbeat way of speaking that I
especially like. It's as if you're learning from a friend which makes this audiobook completely user
friendly. He made this an easy and enjoyable listen. As an existing artist in a different medium, I
learned some things from this book. Great job from both author and narrator!Audiobook gifted in
exchange for an honest review. Thank you

A basic introduction to acrylic painting. It sounds like a high school paper. Only discusses the paints
and brushes without any technique. Not one photo. This was a free ebook, so you get what you pay
for, I guess.
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